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BYJU’S is India's largest ed-tech company and

the creator of India’s most loved school learning

app which offers highly adaptive, engaging and

effective learning programs for students in LKG,

UKG, classes 1 -12 (K-12) and competitive exams

like JEE, NEET and IAS.

BrowserStack is a cloud-based cross-browser

testing solutions provider. The product offers a

cloud platform where developers, testers, and

designers can test their web applications. It also

offers local testing that allows users to test their

internal servers.
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 SoftBank Vision Fund 2USD 140 M SERIES B

STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

USD 340 M -

Insight Partners, Tiger Global, Sequoia

Capital India, Lightspeed India, Greenoaks

Capital and Rocketship VC 

USD 70 M SERIES B

Vianai provides enterprise artificial intelligence

solutions. It builds impactful products with

cutting-edge technology on our human-centered

AI platform.

UBS Group, Blackstone, Zoom founder Eric

Yuan, ADQ, and Phoenix Rising

USD 200 M SERIES B BOND, Insight Partners, and Accel

Apna is an online job board for blue-collar jobs.

The platform allows job seekers to create a

profile by mentioning skills, education,

experience, view jobs, call the employer directly,

fix interview, and get hired.



Contentstack is an API first content management

system(CMS) for developers and marketers.

Enables users to manage workflows, approvals,

edit content, version control and roll-back,

schedule and publish content across web, kiosks,

smartwatches and mobile.
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STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

USD 45 M SERIES C Apis Partners, Lok Capital and IIFL Wealth

USD 57.5 M SERIES B

Insight Partners. Illuminate Ventures,

GingerBread Capital, and new investor

Georgian 

GSV Ventures Fund, Alpha Wave Incubation

and RTP Global
SERIES A

Renewbuy is a D2C Insurance Broking Private

Limited, licensed by the Insurance Regulatory and

Development Authority of India offering a wide

choice of life and general insurance policies.

USD 38 M SERIES A

Elevation Capital, Sequoia Capital India,

Venture Highway, Y Combinator, Global

Founders Capital, General Catalyst, Rocketship

VC, and Greenoaks Capital 

FamPay is a neobank for teenagers. It gives them

access to their own UPI and card. With FamPay,

minors can make online (UPI & P2P) and offline

payments without a bank account

Classplus provides tuition class management

software. It provides features such as

attendance tracking, insightful student reports,

parent communications module, fee records, and

more. It also provides a store containing courses,

online assessment, stat dashboard, video

lectures, and many more.

USD 30 M



Convosight provides a Facebook community

group management solution. It offers a platform

that provides members engagement metrics,

comments per post, member growth, an active

member rate, member acceptance rate, alert

notifications, and more.

Sense offers management software for staffing

firms. Provides solutions for talent engagement,

communication management, reporting &

analytics, and conducting surveys.

App based social platform for connecting with

communities having similar interests. It helps

users to view news about the community and

updates on any member, discuss any issues, and

connect with people of the community. 
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STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

Tiger Global, Quiet Capital, Rocketship

VC, Nirman Investments and AL Trust 

Avataar Ventures. Accel Partners and

Google Ventures

SERIES A Qualgro, Unilever Ventures, and IvyCap Ventures

USD 16 M

USD 9 M

SERIES C

SERIES A

InstaDApp is a decentralized banking platform.

Users can deposit cryptocurrencies to earn

variable algorithmic interest over time. They can

also lend, leverage and swap cryptocurrencies.

Standard Crypto, and strategic partners,

including Yearn founder Andre Cronje, DeFi

Alliance, Longhash Ventures

USD 10 M -

USD 26 M



XYXX is a private label brand of men's innerwear

and lounge-wear. Its product catalog includes

briefs, trunks, boxers, t-shirts, and pajamas. The

company claims to manufacture the products

using moisture-wicking technology.
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STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

Pravega Ventures and Z5 CapitalUSD 4.8 M

Flexmoney’s mission is to address the enormous

digital credit market opportunity created by the

disruption from e-commerce, EMI and BNPL

checkout finance, and the consumer shift to

mobile-first payments and banking.

DSG Consumer Partners,  Synergy Capital

Partners and Sauce.VC

PRE SERIES A
BLinC Invest, Venture Catalyst and 

 Survam Partners

USD 4.15 M

USD 3 M

-

Alteria VenturesUSD 4.8 M DEBT ROUND

SERIES A

Jumbotail is an online B2B marketplace and retail

platform for food & grocery. It's a platform for

wholesale buyers/retailers to procure their

groceries, fruits, & vegetables from

producers/manufacturers.

VITAL brings you an affordable, digital health

plan built around you to cover both big and small

expenses. It includes both health insurance and

essential wellness benefits bundled into a single,

comprehensive package.
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STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

Fireside Venture and Rukam CapitalUSD 1.8 M

Pilgrim is an Internet-first brand offering multi-

category beauty care products. Its product

offerings include face wash, serums, shampoo,

hair mask, body scrub, body butter, and more. 

Inflection Point Ventures, Axilor Ventures

and The Chennai Angels

 

- Razorpay and investment firm TNF Investments

USD 1.25 M PRE SERIES A 

SERIES A

Dropshop is a cloud-based fulfillment services.

They provide paper less warehousing operation.

Their solution exhibit real time operations where

the user can keep track on each and every

metrics of sales and supply chain.

USD 1 M

SimpliContract is an Enterprise SaaS offering,

focused on end to end Contract Life-cycle

Management. We aim to democratize

contracting with an easy to use design.

SEED ROUND

Kalaari Capital, with participation from Picus

Capital, Arka Venture Labs, and Digital

Sparrow Capital

USD 1.8 M

MSMEx is a micro-advisory platform for startups

and small business owners. The platform allows

freelance professionals to create a profile by

mentioning skills, experience, service

offerings,and apply for jobs.



Power Gummies sell crafted Gummies with Vitamins

in pursuit of health. These gummies are chewable,

tasty and effective helping body to nourish and stay

healthy from inside. 
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STARTUP ABOUT DEAL SIZE ROUND INVESTORS

9Unicorns, DSG and Pivot Ventures-USD 1 M

Junio is a kids-focused digital pocket money-smart

card that lets children make digital and physical

purchases.
USD 0.68 M SEED ROUND

Venture Catalysts, HNI Investors, and Rajiv

Dadlani Group

Imagimake provide a fulfilling and innovative range

of products which cater to art & hobby, educational

toys, puzzles and 3D model making sets that win the

hearts of both parents and child. Imagimake range

of toys facilitates holistic child development.

USD 0.6 M PRE SERIES A 

Roha Investment Managers and angel

investor Saumil Shah

Samaaro is a Virtual Event Platform that empowers

community managers to leverage an ecosystem

where people engage, network & connect.
USD 0.12 M - Angel Investors

https://samaaro.com/best-virtual-event-platform
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OTHER UPDATES AND M&A DEALS

Info Edge acquired SaaS-based recruitment management platform Zwayam Digital.

InMobi’s Glance acquired social commerce startup Shop101 for an undisclosed value.

Nazara Technologies said it plans to acquire Publishme, a mobile game publishing agency in the Middle East and Turkey.

https://yourstory.com/2021/06/info-edge-acquires-saas-recruitment-management-zwayam/amp
https://yourstory.com/2021/06/inmobis-glance-acquires-social-commerce-startup-shop101/amp
https://yourstory.com/2021/06/rakesh-jhunjhunwala-nazara-majority-stake-mobile-gaming-publishme/amp

